This week meeting was mainly about the development language and platform. And also we have talked about the issue that what kind of software we will produce; will it be a desktop application or web-based solution. We decided on JAVA as development language. And after serious discussions we decided that our product will be a web-based solution to the end user.

Addition to these decisions, we changed a rule of company. We see that “Daily Action Report” is not an applicable process to our company due to heavy work load. As alternative to this rule; if someone does an important development for the project or discovers a considerable and required change in project it will be reported.

Also we decided to start little coding, especially designing the graphical user interfaces. Furthermore we changed our company logo and we designed a logo for our product, kajax.

Another important topic of this meeting was the market research about our project. Everyone will inspect a similar product and report the conclusion about his research.

**Individual Reports:**

**Okan KÖYLÜ**
- I have made a research about APTANA IDE for developing ajax projects, for market research.
- I have also continued to reading tutorials about ajax and java.
- I have designed a new logo for company and for our product kajax.

**Ali Caner PARMAKSIZ**
This week I have focused on Market Search. For that aim, I have examined Backbase and reported its features to the group.

I have searched about Web-Based Application vs. Desktop Application to decide which one of these will be better for our project.
I have setup two development environments for Java, which are My Eclipse and Net Beans to become familiar with our possible development environment.

I have studied on Requirement Analyses Report. I have look at the previous reports to have an idea of it.

I have worked on the “News” section of our web site. I have tried to make use of AJAX for that section.

Meanwhile, my studies on AJAX and Java have continued as usual.

**Volkan AK**

Last week I completed my part on our web site. Since we have some exams and assignments, I have postponed taking the other parts from other members of our group to the next week.

I have kept on examining some other IDEs. As a specific ajax ide I've tried MyEclipse/AJAX this week. Also I have searched about developing web applications and also plug-in programming.

Our initial idea about the programming language of the project was Java. So I tried to make an introduction to Java.

**Halil BALLİ**

This week, I have dealed with Market Research of IDEs and examined several environments. As a result of decision in our group I have prepared an examination about Morfik IDE and reported its features to the group.

Since we will do our project in Java, I began to study on a tutorial about Java which was provided in our 443 course and have installed Eclipse my computer.

Also, I have studied for our Requirements Analysis Report and looked which sections we should put in this report.